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ABSTRACT

Hands-free interaction is important when using head-mounted displays to support manual work or when motor disability prevents finger and hand control. This paper presents a Fitts’ law experiment with 27 participants comparing time to activate, throughput, target width, and pupil dilation when pointing by feet, head, and gaze in a VR headset. Mouse input provides a baseline. Gaze was slower than the other pointing methods, especially in the lower visual field. Throughput for foot and gaze were lower than mouse and head pointing and their effective target widths were also higher than both head and mouse. Pupil dilations were smaller for gaze than foot, even though subjects rated gaze as the most mentally demanding method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pointing within the realm of virtual reality (VR) is a relevant area for HCI research [43]. Head- and gaze-tracking are now available in VR headsets, thus presenting a number of questions for HCI researchers: How big should targets be if aimed at with head motions? How fast can people activate a button in VR by using gaze? Motivated by recent developments in Augmented Reality (AR) headsets like Microsoft’s Hololens and MagicLeap One, this paper focuses on hands-free interaction methods for head-mounted displays (HMD).

In scenarios with situation-induced impairments, a user’s hands are engaged in other tasks, and hence unavailable for
pointing or text entry [11, 24, 25]. For example, a surgeon in need of medical image information during surgery, cannot use his/her hands to interact with the images, since they are occupied and sterilized [8, 16]. Wearing an AR HMD, the surgeon may use gaze pointing to control the images. We expect to see HMDs supporting work tasks in the future, and therefore we need a better understanding of the size of the UI elements and potential hands-free input modalities that work best for HMDs.

According to a 2016 disability report, 7.1% of the United States population have an ambulatory disability [3] that restricts the movements of the limbs and makes it harder or even impossible to work on a computer using a mouse or keyboard. Also, it is estimated that by 2050 there will be nearly 3.6 million people living with the loss of a limb [48]. Individuals without full hand or finger control rely on alternative input, for instance gaze, to accomplish simple tasks on a computer or to communicate with others [7, 32]. For such individuals, the need for hands-free alternatives when interacting in HMDs is crucial. Accessibility to VR is particularly relevant, since this medium provides opportunities to experience places and events that are not accessible in real life. Also, VR models of products, buildings, and surroundings can be used to evaluate their accessibility by individuals in a wheelchair [6, 15].

When situations change there may be a need to shift between alternative input methods. A foot control may work well when seated [46], but when laying in a bed head control might be a better option. On the other hand, head control may not work well when the user’s body is not stable, e.g., while driving in a car. Gaze interaction is a potential candidate in such situations. These discussions leave us with the question of which among these three hands-free input methods (gaze, head, foot) is the best choice when interacting with an HMD.

For half a century, Fitts’ law tasks have been used to quantitatively evaluate a range of pointing methods and devices, such as the mouse, stylus, hand controllers, track pads, head pointing, and gaze pointing [44]. The use of a standard procedure makes it possible to compare performance across pointing methods and across studies. However, only a few studies have applied this procedure to HMDs (e.g.[37]).

A Fitts’ law point-select task is easy to do. It can be be performed by children and computer-naive individuals, which is not the case for typing tasks. Therefore, such tasks hold potential as a standard assessment method for testing alternative input methods for their effectiveness with individuals with motor challenges. What should the target size be for an individual to master pointing? How many selections can he or she do per minute? The last issue relates to communication speed while typing. Hansen et al. [14] observed that HMDs work well for some people with motor- and cognitive challenges. Immersive headsets eliminate external stimuli that may otherwise distract the user. Motivated by these observations, we seek to establish a baseline of performance indicators on a non-disabled user group.

Future headsets with eye sensors can provide continuous data on changes in pupil size. Numerous studies have found that pupils dilate when cognitive load increases. Hess and Polt [17] originally suggested that pupil dilation could be used as an index of mental activity during multiplication. Kahneman and Beatty [23] confirmed this finding in a separate study, which gave rise to pupillometry as a discipline [1, 27, 45] and created an interest among HCI researchers to include pupil measures in user performance assessments (e.g., [18]). It is an open question if pupils dilate when simple visual-motor tasks increase in difficulty (e.g., [10, 21, 22]). Do pupils dilate more when the level of difficulty in a Fitts’ law task increases? Is there a differences between pupil dilation for the mouse, foot, head, and gaze input conditions? If so, do these differences align with subjective user experiences?

Virtual reality applications, by their very nature, display the world in 3D by positioning objects at different depths. Also, the majority of VR applications introduce motion in the user’s field of view to achieve an immersive experience. However, in the current study we did not manipulate depth or introduce motion cues. The targets in our Fitts’ law task were positioned at the same depth since our goal is to first establish a neutral baseline of input characteristics without depth cues or background motion. Future studies will then include depth cues and motion as independent variables to study how they interact with target size, target amplitude, and pointing method. Additionally, we only examined one equipment setup for each pointing method and, as a practical consideration, we only included two target amplitudes and two target widths. Finally, we only consider the input methods as mono-modal leaving out any combined used of them.

The main contributions of this paper are (i) a comparison of three hands-free input methods (feet, head, gaze) for HMDs using a standard procedure, (ii) an analysis of pupil data associated with the three input conditions, and (iii) discussion on the potential of a standard test procedure for VR and accessible computing.

2 EVALUATION USING FITTS’ LAW

Our evaluation used Fitts’ law as per the methodology in the ISO 9241-9 standard for non-keyboard input devices [20]. The most common ISO 9241-9 evaluation procedure uses a two-dimensional task with targets of width W arranged along a layout circle. Selections proceed in a sequence moving across and around the circle (see Figure 2). Each movement covers an amplitude A - the diameter of the layout circle (this is same
as the distance between the centers of two opposing targets. The movement time ($MT$, in milliseconds) is recorded for each trial and averaged over the sequence.

![Figure 2: Two-dimensional target selection task in ISO 9241-9. After pointing at circle 1 for a prescribed time (i.e., 300 ms) selection occurs and the next target appears in solid (2). When this target is selected, the next target (3) appears. Arrows, numbers, and circle annotations were not shown in the actual task display.](image)

The difficulty of each trial is quantified using an index of difficulty ($ID$, in bits) and is calculated from $A$ and $W$ as shown in Equation 1.

$$ID = \log_2 \left( \frac{A}{W} + 1 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

The main performance measure in ISO 9241-9 is throughput ($TP$, in bits/second or bps) which is calculated over a sequence of trials as the $ID - MT$ ratio, as shown in Equation 2.

$$TP = \frac{ID_e}{MT}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

The standard specifies calculating throughput using the effective index of difficulty ($ID_e$). The calculation includes an adjustment for accuracy to reflect the spatial variability in responses as shown in Equation 3.

$$ID_e = \log_2 \left( \frac{A e}{W e} + 1 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where

$$W e = 4.133 \times SD_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

The term $SD_e$ is the standard deviation in the selection coordinates computed over a sequence of trials. Selections are projected onto the task axis, yielding a single normalized $x$-coordinate for each trial. The factor 4.133 adjusts the target width for a nominal error rate of 4% under the assumption that the selection coordinates are normally distributed. The effective amplitude ($A e$) is the actual distance traveled along the task axis. (see [28] for additional details).

Throughput is a potentially valuable measure of human performance because it embeds both the speed and accuracy of participant responses. Comparisons between studies are therefore possible, with the proviso that the studies use the same method in calculating throughput.

3 RELATED WORK

The ISO 9241-9 standard for pointing devices has been used to compare alternative methods to control a mouse using a numeric keypad [9]. In a user study with non-disabled participants, throughputs were about 0.5 bits/s among the methods compared. A user from the target community (the first author of the paper, who has the neuromuscular disease Friedreich Ataxia) achieved throughputs around 0.2 bits/s, reflecting a lower performance. In a second study using the same ISO 9241-9 standard, this individual participated in a comparison of click actuation methods for users of a motion-tracking mouse interface [29]. In this case, mean throughputs of about 0.5 bits/s were achieved. Keates et al. [26] found a significant difference in throughput with the mouse between able-bodied users (4.9 bits/s) and motion-impaired users (1.8 bits/s).

The ISO-9241-9 standard has also been used to evaluate the efficiency of gaze and head tracking, but not involving individuals with motor challenges. Zhang and MacKenzie [47] measured a throughput of 2.3 bits/s for long dwell-time selection (750 ms) and 3.1 bits/s and for short dwell-time selection (500 ms). For head tracking systems, De Silva et al. [4] reported a throughput of 2.0 bits/s, and Roig et al. [42] reported 1.3 bits/s when interacting with a tablet by head movements detected by the device’s front-facing camera. Five studies of mouse throughput, reported by Soukoreff and MacKenzie [44], found throughputs in the range of 3.7 to 4.9 bits/s.

Foot pointing with HMDs

While foot input has been used for navigational tasks (moving, turning, etc.) in HMDs for gaming [33], point-and-select interactions in HMDs with foot input is yet to be explored. There is prior research on foot input in desktop settings for point-and-select interactions, however [46]. Pearson et al. [36] first demonstrated an input device called “Moles” that functions similar to a mouse. Pakkanen et al. [35] presented a foot-operated trackball that could be used for non-accurate pointing tasks. Dearman et al. [5] demonstrated tapping on a foot pedal as a selection trigger for text entry on a mobile device.

Recently, foot input has been combined with gaze input in a multi-modal interaction setup. Göbel et al. [12] first combined gaze input with foot input for secondary navigation...
tasks like pan and zoom in zoomable information spaces. Furthermore, gaze input has been combined with foot input, achieved through a wearable device, for precise point-and-click interactions [39] and for text entry [38]. Lastly, Hatscher et al. [16] demonstrated how a physician performing minimally-invasive interventions can use their gaze and input from the foot to interact with medical image data presented on a display. These examples demonstrate the potential and the benefits of combining foot input with hand or gaze inputs for interactions in a desktop setting.

**Head and eye-gaze pointing with HMDs**

Pointing at objects in a VR space is mainly achieved through an external controller and the ray-casting method [34]. HMDs like HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, Samsung Gear VR, and so on, provide the user with a hand-held controller to interact with objects in VR. For those VR systems where controllers need to be tracked within a fixed space, this is a serious limitation of mobility, and also, the user’s hands are then occupied in operating the controllers. Qian et al. [37] compared head-only input to eye+head and eye-only inputs in a click-selection task in a FOVE HMD, which is the first commercially available headset with build-in gaze tracking. They used a 3D background decoration and volume surface on targets. The authors found that head-only input resulted in a significantly lower error rate (8%) compared to eye-only (40%) and eye+head inputs (30%). Consequently, head-only input achieved the highest throughput (2.4 bits/s) compared to eye-only (1.7 bits/s) and eye+head inputs (1.7 bits/s). Task completion time and subjective ratings were also in favour of the head-only input method.

Hansen et al. [13] compared pointing with head to pointing with gaze and mouse inputs in a Fitts’ law experiment with the same FOVE HMD, but within a neutral 2D (i.e., “flat”) scene. The authors compared dwell (300 ms) and mouse click as selection methods. Overall, throughput was highest for the mouse (3.2 bits/s), followed by head pointing (2.5 bits/s) and gaze pointing (2.1 bits/s). Blattergerste et al. [2] investigated if using head or gaze pointing is an efficient pointing method in HMDs. The authors tested pointing and selection on two interfaces: a virtual keyboard and a selection menu typical in VR applications. It was found that aiming with gaze significantly outperforms aiming with the head in terms of time-on-task and head movement. When interacting with the virtual keyboard, pointing with the eye reduced the time-on-task by 32% when compared to pointing with the head. Similarly, when working on the menu, gaze input reduced the aiming time by 12% compared to head input.

**Pupil dilation and pointing**

Richer and Beatty [41] were the first to study the relationship between motor task complexity and pupil dilation. When more fingers where involved in performing a sequence of key presses, the amplitude of pupil dilation increased. Jiang et al. [21, 22] conducted a simple continuous aiming task where a tooltip is placed on targets with various sizes and amplitudes, resembling a micro-surgery task. The results showed that higher task difficulty, measured in terms of ID, evoked higher peak pupil dilation and longer peak duration. Fletcher et al. [10] also used a Fitts’ law movement task to manipulate motor response precision. Contrary to previous findings, increased precision demands were associated with reduced pupil diameter during response preparation and execution. The authors suggest that for discrete tasks dominated by precision demands, a decrease in pupil diameter is an indicator of increased workload.

**Summary**

The ISO 9241-9 standard procedure has been applied in several studies of input devices, a couple of them involving a user with motor disabilities. Foot-assisted point-and-click interaction has been examined in several studies, but none of them involving HMDs. Three studies compared head and gaze input in HMDs, two using a FOVE HMD found head to be superior to gaze, while the last study, applying a high-precision gaze tracker, found gaze to outperform head with rather large margins.

Pupil dilations has been found to increase with ID, but recently Fletcher et al. [10] suggested that a distinction between task complexity and precision may be needed, since they found a significant decrease in pupil diameter when precision demands increased.

**4 METHOD**

**Participants**

Twenty-seven participants were recruited from a university on a voluntary basis. The mean age of the participants was 25 years, (SD = 5 yrs); 18 male, 12 female. The mean interpupillary distance was 60.3, (SD = 3.15 mm). Most (45%) had tried HMDs several times before, and 28% only one time before. Some (45%) had previously tried gaze interaction. None had tried the foot-mouse. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

**Apparatus**

An HTC VIVE HMD was used. The HMD has a resolution of 2160 × 1200 px, renders at a maximum of 90 fps, and has a field of view of 110° visual angle. A Pupil Labs binocular eye-tracking add-on system for the HTC VIVE was installed and collected data at 120 Hz, it has a gaze-accuracy and precision of < 1° and .08° visual angle, respectively. The background was brown-black (rgb[35,23,10]), the target circles
were violet-blue (rgb[29,11,40]); when the targets were entered/selected they turned green-blue (rgb[0,30,36]), and the cursor was violet-red (rgb[52,0,0]). These colors were chosen because they are equiluminant and would not differentially influence the degree of dilation of participants’ pupils during eye tracking. Participants were screened for color blindness, as a result. The HMD weighs 520 grams and has IR-based position tracking plus IMU-based orientation tracking. A Logitech corded M500 mouse was used for the manual input. A foot-mouse was used as an input device for foot pointing; it is capable of controlling a cursor on a monitor via foot movements. The foot mouse is made by 3DRudder and is a “foot powered VR and gaming motion controller” with the capability of 360° of movement, see Figure 2.

Software to run the experiment was a Unity implementation of the 2D Fitts’ law software developed by MacKenzie, known as FittsTaskTwo. The Unity version includes the same features and display as the original; that is, with spherical targets presented on a flat 2D-plane, cf. Figure 2.

Procedure
The participants were greeted upon arrival and were asked to sign a consent form after they were given a short explanation of the experiment. Next, the participants’ interpupillary distance was measured and the HTC VIVE headset was adjusted accordingly. Then, the participants were screened for color blindness with an online version of the Ishihara test.

The participants completed the baseline mouse condition as their first pointing method condition. The other three conditions were head-position, foot-mouse, and gaze-pointing. The order of these conditions was assigned according to a Latin square. For the mouse condition, participants’ dominant hand was guided by the experimenter to the position of the mouse, which was required for moving the cursor. The participants only used the different input devices for pointing. Selection was performed by positioning the cursor inside the target for the prescribed dwell time. Based on the findings of Majaranta et al. [30], a dwell time setting of 300 ms was chosen.

For each pointing method, four levels of index of difficulty (ID) were tested, composed of two target widths (50 pixels, 75 pixels) and two target amplitudes (160 pixels, 240 pixels). The target widths spanned visual angles of about 2° and 4°, respectively.

Spatial hysteresis was set to 2.0. When targets were entered, their size doubled, while visually remaining constant.

For each of the four IDs, 21 targets were presented for selection. As per the ISO 9241-9 procedure, the targets were highlighted one-by-one in the same order for all levels, starting with the top position (12 o’clock). When this target was selected, a target at the opposite side would be highlighted (approximately 6 o’clock), then when activated a target at 1 o’clock was highlighted and so on, moving clockwise, see Figure 2. The first target at 12 o’clock is not included in the data analysis in order to minimize the impact from initial reaction time.

The target layout was locked in world space and would not move with head motion. The pointer (i.e., cursor) was visible at all times and appeared as a red dot. For the mouse pointing condition, the cursor was the mouse position on screen. For gaze pointing, this was the location the participants’ looked at on the monitor, as defined by the intersection of the two gaze vectors from the centre of both eyes on the target plane. For head pointing, the cursor was the central point of the headset projected directly forward.

Failing to activate 20% of the targets in a 21-target sequence triggered a repeat of that sequence. Sequences were separated, allowing participants a short rest break as desired. Additionally, they had to rest for a couple of minutes when preparing for the next pointing method.

Before testing the gaze pointing method, participants performed a gaze calibration procedure. This consisted of a bull’s eye target that moved to one of six locations in the field of view. Participants were asked to fixate on the target each time it moved to one of the six locations. This sequence was repeated twice (i.e., once for calibration and once for verification of the calibration). The verification sequence was further conducted before the last pointing method condition and was collected in order to determine the calibration stability and quality from the beginning to the end of the experiment. Completing the full experiment took approximately 30 minutes for each participant.

Upon completion of the task, participants filled out a questionnaire. The questionnaire solicited demographic information and ratings of the different pointing methods for mental and physical workload and comfort. In addition, participants were encouraged to submit their impressions of using each method and were asked to rank the different pointing methods from most preferred to least preferred.

Design
The experiment followed a 4 × 2 × 2 within-subjects design with the following independent variables and levels:

- Pointing method (mouse, head-position, foot-mouse, gaze)
- Target amplitude (160 pixels, 240 pixels)
- Target width (50 pixels, 75 pixels)
Pointing method was the primary independent variable. Target amplitude and target width were included to ensure the conditions covered a range of task difficulties.

The dependent variables were time to activate, throughput, and effective target width, calculated according to the standard procedures for ISO 9241-9. Errors were not possible because all targets were activated via dwell selection. In addition, we measured pupil size at 120 Hz throughout the experiment.

For each sequence, 21 trials were performed. There were 4 such sequences in a block, one sequence for each combination of target amplitude and target width. Four such blocks were performed for each participant, one for each pointing method. There were 27 participants in total. In all, 27 Participants × 4 Pointing Methods × 2 Target Amplitudes × 2 Target Widths yielded 9072 trials in total. Trials with an activation time greater than two SDs from the mean were deemed outliers and removed. Using this criterion, 128 out of 9072 trials (1%) were removed.

5 RESULTS
Four three-way, repeated-measures ANOVAs were executed; one per dependent variable. Subjective measures were collected after the end of both experiments, which consisted of a ranking of the pointing methods. Mental- and physical-workload, and comfort rating scales were collected, which ranged from 1 as the lowest value to 10 as the highest value. These measures were analyzed with an omnibus Friedman test followed by post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. All post hoc tests were submitted to a Bonferroni correction to mitigate type-I errors.

Time to Activate
The grand mean for time to activate per trial was 785 ms. The mean for time to activate per trial for mouse pointing was 697 ms, followed by head pointing at 721 ms, then foot pointing at 823 ms, and finally gaze pointing at 898 ms. In terms of target amplitude, the 160-pixel condition ($M = 708$ ms) yielded lower mean times to activate relative to the 240-pixel condition ($M = 861$ ms). Regarding the target-width factor, the 75-pixel condition ($M = 719$ ms) yielded lower mean times to activate relative to the 50-pixel condition ($M = 851$ ms; see Figure 3).

To check if the mean time to activate differed as a function of target orientation, a polar plot was created. The 0-degree target orientation was excluded from the analysis (see Figure 4). The gaze-pointing conditions exhibited an upper hemifield bias such that the mean time to activate was higher at the lower-target orientations relative to the lateral-target orientations. The other pointing methods yielded no orientation dependence of movement times.

![Figure 3: Time to Activate (ms) by pointing method and index of difficulty. Error bars denote one standard error of the mean.](image1)

![Figure 4: Polar plot showing the distribution of the mean time to activate according to target orientation. One standard error of the mean is depicted with a shaded area around the mean.](image2)

The main effects of pointing method, target amplitude, and target width were statistically significant, $F(3, 78) = 8.95$, $p = .00004$, $F(1, 26) = 123.96$, $p < .00001$, $F(1, 26) = 92.24$, $p = .00001$, respectively. The interactions of pointing method by target amplitude, pointing method by target width, target amplitude by target width were statistically significant, $F(3, 78) = 4.57$, $p = .005$, $F(3, 78) = 7.98$, $p = .0001$, $F(3, 78) = 14.43$, $p < .00001$. The interactions of pointing method by target orientation, pointing method by target width, target amplitude by target orientation, pointing method by target amplitude, pointing method by target width by target orientation, pointing method by target amplitude by target width by target orientation were not statistically significant.
The main effects of pointing method, target amplitude, and target width were statistically significant, $F(3, 78) = 57.913$, $p < .00001$, $F(1, 26) = 6.94$, $p < .014$, $F(1, 26) = 59.74$, $p < .00001$, respectively. These main effects were qualified by significant interactions between pointing method and target amplitude and between pointing method and target width, $F(3, 78) = 3.98$, $p = .011$, and $F(3, 78) = 3.83$, $p = .013$, respectively.

**Effective Target Width**

The grand mean for effective target width was 50.9 pixels. The mean effective target width for mouse pointing was 35.4 pixels, followed by head-position pointing at 46.1 pixels, then gaze pointing at 60.9 pixels, and finally foot-mouse pointing at 61.4 pixels. In terms of target amplitude, the 160-pixel condition ($M = 48.2$ pixels) yielded smaller mean effective target width relative to the 240-pixel condition ($M = 53.7$ pixels). Regarding target width, the 75-pixel condition ($M = 55.5$ pixels) yielded larger mean effective target width relative to the 50-pixel condition ($M = 46.4$; see Figure 6).

As the target amplitude decreased from 240 to 160 pixels, the mean throughput increased; however, this pattern significantly reversed only for the mouse pointing condition. Similarly, as the target width increased from 50 to 75 pixels, the mean throughput increased; however, this pattern was not significantly different for the mouse pointing condition.

The grand mean for throughput was 3.10 bits/s. The mean throughput for mouse pointing was 3.87 bits/s, followed by head-position pointing at 3.40 bits/s, then foot-mouse pointing at 2.58 bits/s, and finally gaze pointing at 2.55 bits/s. In terms of target amplitude, the 160-pixel condition ($M = 3.16$ bits/s) yielded a higher mean throughput relative to the 240-pixel condition ($M = 3.04$ bits/s). Regarding target width, the 75-pixel condition ($M = 3.22$ bits/s) yielded higher a mean throughput relative to the 50-pixel condition ($M = 2.98$ bits/s; see Figure 5).

**Figure 5: Throughput (bits/s) by pointing method and target amplitude.** Error bars denote one standard error of the mean.

The pupil diameter, as seen by the eye tracker camera, was recorded as frames of pixel values for each eye independently. A confidence parameter was also supplied. An estimated 3D modelled pupil diameter (mm), also supplied by the eye tracker software, was not used as it had very low, sometimes negative, correlation between left and right eye (mean value 0.320), indicating the model was not reliably fitting our experimental setup.

All data frames that had a confidence lower than or equal to 0.6 were discarded (as recommended by the vendor). This results in, on average, approximately 55% of the frames being...
The mean value of the pupil diameter by trial within each sequence varies over time, as shown in Figure 8. The pupil on average over all participants and conditions increased over the first approximately four trials from an initial value of 107.1 pixels to a mean value over the last 17 trials of 116.2.

The pupil dilation vs block mean aggregated over all blocks and participants for each of the four combinations of target amplitude and width is shown in Figure 9. The highest value is for the (target amplitude, target width) condition of (160, 50) at 0.81 pixels whereas the lowest value is for (240, 75) at -0.79. Despite the small difference, and the fact that target amplitude and target width did not have a significant effect on the aggregated pupil dilation vs. calibration, a multiple comparison of the pupil dilation vs. block mean using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test with Bonferroni correction shows that the conditions of (160, 50) and (240, 75) are significantly different, \( W = 360, p < 0.0164 \).

Figure 7: Pupil dilation vs. calibration (pixels) by pointing method. Error bars denote one standard error of the mean.

Figure 8: Mean pupil diameter (pixels) by trial index for each pointing method. The shaded area denote one standard error of the mean.

Figure 9: Pupil dilation vs. block mean (pixels) by (target amplitude, target width). Error bars denote one standard error of the mean.
Subjective Ratings

The Friedman test on the pointing method ranking was significant, $\chi^2(3) = 19.52$, $p = .0002$. Participants preferred mouse pointing over the gaze-, head-, and foot-pointing methods, however this difference was only significant between the head-pointing and mouse and the foot- and mouse-pointing methods, $Z = -1.39$, $p = .0049$ and $Z = -2.82$, $p = .0001$, respectively. No other differences were significant regarding the pointing method rankings, $p > .10$.

The Friedman test on the mental workload ratings was significant, $\chi^2(3) = 25.04$, $p = .0001$. Participants rated gaze pointing as the most mentally demanding, followed by the foot-mouse, then head-position; finally, the mouse pointing method was rated the least mentally demanding. However, the gaze pointing method was only significantly different from the mouse and head-position pointing methods, $Z = -3.49$, $p = .0005$ and $Z = 0.31$, $p = .0014$. The mouse-foot pointing method was significantly more demanding than the head-position and mouse pointing methods, $Z = 0.35$, $p = .0012$ and $Z = 0.53$, $p = .0004$. No other differences were significant regarding the pointing method ratings relating to mental workload, $p > .10$.

The Friedman test on the physical workload ratings was significant, $\chi^2(3) = 22.49$, $p = .00005$. Participants rated foot pointing as the most physically demanding, followed by head, then gaze; finally, the mouse pointing method was rated the least physically demanding. The foot pointing method was significantly different from the mouse pointing method, $Z = -4.03$, $p = .00003$. The head pointing method was significantly different from the mouse pointing method, $Z = -3.58$, $p = .0001$. Finally, gaze pointing was rated more physically demanding than the mouse pointing method, $Z = -2.71$, $p = .01$. No other differences were significant regarding the pointing method ratings relating to physical workload, $p > .10$.

The Friedman test on the comfort ratings was non-significant, $p > .30$. As a result, no post hoc analyses were executed on the level of comfort for each pointing method device.

User Comments

Participants’ responses regarding the different pointing methods were summarized and reviewed for qualitative patterns. Overall, when participants rated the pointing methods in terms of most preferred, mouse pointing was in first place. Comments include, “It was easy” ($n = 8$) and “I have lots of experience with it” ($n = 6$). Participants that rated gaze pointing as the most preferred said, “It was the easiest” ($n = 7$), “It was quick” ($n = 2$), and “It’s the least demanding” ($n = 3$). Participants that rated head-position pointing as their most preferred mentioned that, “It was easy” ($n = 3$), and “It was natural” ($n = 1$).

When participants rated the pointing methods in terms of their least preferred, they rated the foot-mouse pointing method as the least preferred and said, “It was mentally demanding” ($n = 4$) and “It was too tiresome” ($n = 5$). Participants that rated head-position pointing as their least preferred said, “It was uncomfortable” ($n = 5$) and “It was annoying” ($n = 2$). Participants who rated gaze pointing as their least preferred said it had “bad calibration” ($n = 2$), that “the accuracy was off” ($n = 8$), and that “it was uncomfortable” ($n = 3$).

6 DISCUSSION

Throughput values in the current experiment suggest head pointing is an efficient input method, with just 12% less throughput than the mouse. Gaze throughput was 34% lower and so was foot input. In addition, effective target width and time to activate were better for head than gaze input and users rated gaze more mentally demanding than head input.

Our findings confirm the findings from Qian et al. [37] and Hansen et al. [13] where they reported that head input outperforms gaze. Blattgerste et al. [2], however, reported that gaze was much faster than head input. They suggest their results might be different from Qian et al.’s [37] because they used a more precise gaze tracking system. We note that our work and work by Qian et al. [37] and Hansen et al. [13] compared gaze and head inputs in a Fitts’ law evaluation that conforms to ISO 9241-9. However, Blattgerste et al. [2] used point-and-click tasks on a keyboard and a menu, also the field-of-view was varied in the experiment. Since this was not a standard Fitts’ law task, the constraints of Fitts’ law experiment were not met.

The gaze throughput of the HTC VIVE HMD reported herein was 2.6 bits/s. The throughput of the FOVE HMD tested by [37] and [13], was 1.7 bits/s and 2.1 bits/s, respectively. There may be several reasons for the differences observed. One study [37] used a 3D environment while the other [13] used a standard 2D interface. However, the head throughput for these two studies were almost identical, 2.4 bits/s and 2.5 bits/s, respectively. This suggests that 3D vs. 2D is of importance for gaze but not for head interaction. The difference between the gaze throughput reported herein and the throughput found previously [13] is most likely due to the equipment used, since they had identical 2D set-ups. Future study is needed, for example, comparing 2D vs. 3D interfaces, motion vs. static background and targets in head space vs. targets in world space. For instance, Rajanna et al. [40] reported that motion in the background decreased gaze typing performance on an overlay keyboard in a FOVE HMD. Further study, using a standard test procedure, may clarify the impact of motion and with types of HMDs, for instance VR vs. AR.
The system we tested was particularly slow in the lower hemisphere (see Figure 4), while Hansen et al. [13] reported the FOVE HMD to have the same movement time in all directions. The gaze tracking system in the present experiment may solve this issue with improvements in software or hardware. With the current version of this system, our observations suggest placing UI elements on the horizontal plane or in the upper hemisphere when pointing time is a priority.

Foot input is an option when seated. This input method performed similar to gaze for most of the performance measures, and user ratings did not differ between the two. However, this input method requires an extra device, while both head and gaze tracking are internal to the HMD. Gaze tracking, on the other hand, may require a calibration process that can be difficult for people with cognitive challenges to perform [32].

Pupil results were contrary to our expectations in three ways. First, there was no simple relation between pupil dilation and the index of difficulty, see Figure 9. The only significant difference we found was between the condition with two small targets close together and two larger targets farther away from each other. The first condition yielded the highest pupil dilation, indicative of being the most difficult, while the last condition yielded a smaller pupil dilation, compared to a baseline of the block mean.

Secondly, foot input was associated with larger dilations than gaze input, even though the two conditions were similar in most other measures. This might suggest that it is the higher physical effort needed when moving the feet, as compared to the ease of moving the eyes that caused the extra dilation. Another reason might be that pointing with gaze is a natural activity that we do all the time, when directing our visual attention to an area in the environment. Pointing with the feet by use of a balance board is new to most people. Thus it requires extra effort.

Thirdly, Figure 8 shows that for every new sequence encountered, our subjects exhibited an increase in pupil diameter for the first trials in a sequence. This start-up effect was found independently of the input method. Twelve of 13 participants examined showed clear signs of a start-up dilation from a lower initial value. It is not likely to be caused by changes in luminescence since the target color appearing at the start were equiluminant with the background seen before the onset of the task sequence.

HMDs may be attractive for a first assessments of gaze interaction since the cost of quality gaze communication systems is higher than an HMD with built-in gaze tracking and we expect that these HMDs soon may be acquired from several vendors. Basic issues of whether a given individual has the capability to perform a calibration or posses the eye motor control needed to maintain a fixation may then be clarified with an off-the-shelf HMD. This raises an important question of how performance measures on commodity hardware generalize to real life task situations when, for example, using a computer or driving a wheelchair. Rajanna et al. [40] found gaze typing in HMDs to be around 9.4 wpm (dwell 550 ms) for first time users, which compares well to performance of novice users of remote gaze trackers for on-screen qwerty-keyboards (5 to 10 wpm for dwell times 1000 to 450 ms) [31] but further research needs to clarify if this is also the case for the Fitts’ law task and for individuals with disabilities.

How may pupil data be applied when assessing the pointing capabilities for a given individual? Our data on differences in pupil dilation between the various inputs are not yet conclusive, since it is an open issue whether cognitive vs. physical effort has a dominant effect on the difference between foot and gaze pointing. The start-up effect is consistent for all four input methods. Further research might explore if reduced levels of cortical activity, for instance due to tiredness, medication, or depression, would impact the start-up effect. If so, when a start-up effect is not found, low cortical activity may be taken into consideration when accessing an individual. The pupil diameter measures, however, should be more robust than what we observed in our study, since only 13 of 27 participants provided stable pupil data throughout the experiment.

When the ISO-9241-9 procedure was applied by Felzer et al. [9], the user from the target group had a throughput less than half of the non-disabled participants. Hence, we might not expect performance levels within the average when accessing an individual but rather look for his or her best performance. In addition, it should of course be considered if the highest efficiency was achieved with a device that would otherwise be effective for the user. Additional questions remain: Can the HMD be used with glasses? Do caregivers know how to operate the device?

7 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, for the hands-free pointing methods tested in an HMD using ISO-9241-9, we found head input outperforms gaze input on throughput, effective target width, and time to activate, while gaze performed similar to foot input. Pupil dilations were consistently associated with the onset of a task, independent of the pointing method. Further research, including testing with individuals with motor challenges, should clarify the external validity of assessments conducted with the ISO-9241-9 methodology and HMDs.
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